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SUMMARY

The size of animal cells rarely scales with body size, likely due to biophysical and physiological con-
straints.1,2 In hagfishes, gland thread cells (GTCs) each produce a silk-like proteinaceous fiber called a
slime thread.3,4 The slime threads impart strength to a hagfish’s defensive slime and thus are potentially
subject to selection on their function outside of the body.5–8 Body size is of fundamental importance in
predator-prey interactions, which led us to hypothesize that larger hagfishes produce longer and stronger
slime threads than smaller ones.9 Here, by sampling a range of sizes of hagfish from 19 species, we sys-
tematically examined the scaling of GTC and slime-thread dimensions with body size within both phyloge-
netic and ontogenetic contexts. We found that the length of GTCs varied between 40 and 250 mm and
scaled positively with body size, exhibiting an allometric exponent greater than those in other animal cells.
Correspondingly, larger hagfishes produce longer and thicker slime threads and thus are equipped to
defend against larger predators. With diameter and length varying 4-fold (0.7–4 mm and 5–22 cm, respec-
tively) over a body-size range of 10–128 cm, the slime threads characterize the largest intracellular polymers
known in biology. Our results suggest selection for stronger defensive slime in larger hagfishes has driven
the evolution of extreme size and allometry of GTCs.

RESULTS

Hagfishes are deep-sea animals whose primary defense from
predators relies on the ejection of subcellular products from
epidermal glands.5 When attacked, hagfishes produce a defen-
sive slime that expands rapidly to clog the predator’s mouth and
gills.6–8 The impressive strength of the slime is impartedby a com-
plex network of slime threads that entrains seawater with mucus.
The slime threads are proteinaceous fibers, individually produced
and storedwithin highly specialized gland thread cells (GTCs) as a
densely packed skein (Figure 1A).3,4 Slime threads consist mainly
of fibrous a and g proteins from the intermediate filament (IF) fam-
ily, and they rival spider silk in their strength and toughness.10–14

Hagfish body size varies substantially within and among spe-
cies. As direct developers, newly hatched hagfish juveniles could
be as small as 4 cm in length.16 By sampling from the two most
speciose genera, Eptatretus and Myxine, we show that the
maximum length (Lmax) of adults varies between species, ranging
from !20 to !128 cm. Also, Lmax is not phylogenetically
conserved, with various sized species found in both genera
and from different oceans (Figures 1B–1D). Ancestral state
reconstruction suggests an intermediate ancestral body size of
Lmax !50 cm, followed by repeated evolutionary increases and
reductions (Figure S1B). By addressing the variations of GTC
size and thread dimension with respect to body size, we aim to

reveal the general scaling patterns in hagfish ontogeny and evo-
lution and test themain hypothesis that larger hagfishes possess
larger slime threads to defend against larger predators.

Extreme size and allometry of GTCs
We examined the scaling of GTC size with body size for the pres-
ence of significant allometry. To analyze how the volume of GTCs
(as represented by the thread skein) scales with body size, we
first sampled their dimensions from 19 hagfish species with
different body sizes. We found that body length (L; ranging
9.4–71.5 cm) scaled with body mass (M) with a mean allometric
exponent of !0.44 (Figure S1C):

LfM0:44: (Equation 1)

The length of GTC skeins (LS; i.e., the major axis) varied from
50.1 to 277.6 mm, and the GTC skein width (WS) varied from
40.0 to 184.4 mm (Figure S3A). Weak phylogenetic signals were
found in L and LS, reflecting large differences in body size among
closely related species (Table S1).
We found larger thread skeins in larger hagfishes. Across all

sampled species, LS of the largest skeins (top 20% of each indi-
vidual hagfish), and L were positively correlated (Generalized
least-squares regression, p < 0.0001), with the mean power-
law exponent !0.37 (Figure 2A; Table S3):
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LSfL0:37: (Equation 2)

This scaling relationship is further supported by the results of
the MCMCglmm analyses, where a significant correlation be-
tween LS and L was found after accounting for phylogeny and
intraspecific body-size variation (Table S2). With the scaling of
body length with mass (Figure S3C), we further derived the
allometry of LS as LSfM0:16. At the ontogenetic scale, LS also in-
creases with increasing body size, as demonstrated in Atlantic
hagfish (M. limosa) (LS varied from 80 to 160 mm over the L size
range of !20 to 60 cm; Figure 2A, inset; Figure S2B).

The ellipsoidal shape of GTC skeins was relatively consistent
within each species. Among all species, the mean aspect ratio
of skeins (AR; i.e., the ratio of skein length LS to width WS) varied
between 1.6 and 2.5 and showed significant interspecific varia-
tion (ANOVA, F18,2267 = 33.64, p < 0.0001 for top 20% skeins;

Figure S3A). Animal-specific AR was later incorporated into the
estimation of thread length (see below).
The estimated volume "VS# of GTCs ranged 1 3 104.6–1 3

106.3 mm3, with the largest ones being !50 times larger than
the smallest ones. Notably, the largest GTCs are some of
the largest vertebrate cells, about 1–5 orders of magnitude
larger than most other cells (Figure S3G). The production
and storage of large threads may have played a key role in
the large size of GTCs (see Discussion). Among all hagfishes,
VS scaled with body size L with an exponent of 1.32 (VSfL1:32;
Figure S3B) and exhibited a large scaling exponent !0.55 with
body mass:

VSfM0:55: (Equation 3)

This indicates an extreme allometry compared to the several
kinds of mammalian cells in which scaling with body size has

Figure 1. Defensive function of hagfish slime threads and body-size variation in hagfishes
(A) Hagfish slime originates within epidermal slime glands (bottom left) and is reinforced by silk-like threads that are produced within gland thread cells, which

undergo amassive change in size duringmaturation (bottom right). Predator attacks (top left) induce ejection of exudate from slime glands, followed by hydration

of mucus and unraveling of coiled slime threads in seawater, which results in a rapid increase in volume by !10,000 times within <1 s (top right).

(B) A demonstration of inter- and intra-specific variations of body length using the contrast between newly hatched juvenile, an adult of a small species and an

adult of a large species.

(C) Summary of interspecific body-size variation in the twomost speciose genera, Eptatretus andMyxine, which together comprise 79 of 87 known species. Dots

represent maximum body length (Lmax), and gray lines represent the range of variation from juvenile (!4 cm) to adult. Colors represent geographic distribution.

Vertical lines represent genus-specific means (black) and medians (gray).

(D) Mapping of Lmax for all sampled species on a recent phylogeny15 shows that body size is not phylogenetically conserved (see also Figure S1B and Data S1).
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been examined (Figure 2B).17 Also, the scaling exponent for
GTCs is much higher than those of skin adipocytes and hepato-
cytes (Figures S3D and S3E). Strong scaling of GTC size with
body size supports our hypothesis that selection for greater
ex vivo defensive function can influence the size of the cells
responsible for that function over evolutionary timescales.

Scaling of thread diameter and length
Integrating thread diameter measurements and geometric
models, we further derive the scaling relationship between slime
thread and body size. We found that slime-thread dimensions in-
crease with increasing skein size and body size. The maximum
thread diameter (fmax; sampled at the midpoint of skeins; Fig-
ure S1E) positively correlates with skein length "LS#, with the
mean power-law exponent !1.04 (Figure 3A), as described by

fmaxfL1:04
S : (Equation 4)

This indicates a near-isometric scaling of thread diameter with
skein size "fmax fLS# and rejects the alternative hypothesis of
consistent thread length (i.e., fmaxfL1:5S ; STAR Methods). This
correlation was phylogenetically robust and not influenced by
the intraspecific variationof skeinsize (TableS3).Next,wederived
the general scaling of thread length "LT# with skein length "LS#:

LT f
L3
S

f2
max

= L0:92
S : (Equation 5)

Approximating the covariation of thread diameter and length
with respect to skein length LS (Equation 22), we found that the

thread dimensions vary approximately linearly with skein size.
For example, when LS increases by !2 times, both fmax and
LT increase by !2 times (Figure 3B).
Last, combining the scalingmodels above, we uncovered how

thread dimensions vary with body size. Combining the general
scaling models of thread diameter, skein length, and body length
(Equations 9 and 12), we derived the scaling of thread diameter
fmax with body length:

fmaxfL0:38: (Equation 6)

Similarly, we found the scaling of LT with body length and
mass:

LTfL0:34

fM0:15: (Equation 7)

Thesemodels predict that slime-thread length varies from!11
to !20 cm over the body-size range of !20 to !128 cm, with
thread cross-sectional area increasing 4-fold (Figure 3C). Within
a functional context, the relative thread length (Q = LT/L) de-
creases with increasing body size (QfL$0:66; Figure 3D). As
body size increases from 20 to 128 cm, relative thread length
is reduced from !0.55 to !0.16 L.

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that selection on the dimensions and me-
chanical performance of slime threads has favored larger slime

Figure 2. Hagfish gland thread cells exhibit
extreme allometry
(A) GTC size, as represented by thread skein length

(LS), is positively correlated with body length (L). Plot

shows LS from the largest 20% of GTCs sampled

from each hagfish versus L (means ± SD), with a

scaling exponent 0.37 ± 0.04 for both genera com-

bined (0.42 ± 0.06 for Eptatretus and 0.30 ± 0.05 for

Myxine). Marker shapes represent different genera;

colors represent different species; trend lines

represent logarithmic regression models for two

genera, with shaded gray representing SEM. Inset

to the right shows the ontogenetic variation of LS
with respect to L in one species (M. limosa), with

trend lines representing logarithmic regression

model (blue) and Gompertz growth curve (red) (see

also Figures S2B and S2C).

(B) A comparison of cell allometry between hagfish

GTCs and mammalian cells, sampled across a size

range frommice to elephant. Most mammalian cells

show little to no allometry (exponent <0.08, gray

lines), and only four types of cells exhibit significant

allometry (exponent 0.13–0.18). GTCs are not only

much larger thanmost other cells but also exhibit an

extreme allometry, with exponent !0.55 (red line,

with the shade representing SEM). A preliminary

sampling of other hagfish cells also revealed

allometry in other cells, while the GTCs exhibited the

largest scaling exponent (Figure S3; Data S1).
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threads in larger hagfishes, which in turn has fostered the evo-
lution of extreme size and allometry of GTCs (Figure 4A).
Although how hagfishes interact with predators, especially
different sized predators, remains under-documented, our re-
sults are consistent with the general pattern that larger prey
tend to interact with larger predators.9 Our phylogenetic ana-
lyses show a high rate of body-size evolution and repeated
increases and reductions of the maximum body size on the
phylogeny. Such variation in body size is likely driven by niche
partitioning according to depth (e.g., ranging from <10 to 2,743
m),18 substrate type, and resource availability. In addition,
ontogenetic and sexual variation of habitat choice19 may further
increase interactions with different predators at the intraspe-
cific level.

Evolution of extreme cell allometry
We propose that selection for larger threads in larger hagfishes
has driven the extreme allometry of GTCs (Figure 2B). This can
be visualized as the increase of cell size in lineages that are gain-
ing body size (Figure 4B), which require overcoming some of the
physiological, developmental, and biophysical constraints on
cell size.1 Conversely, the relaxation of such selection in lineages
with decreasing body size would lead to smaller GTCs and
threads.
The extreme scaling of GTCs and slime threads are perhaps

less surprising considering the mechanical function of the slime
threads and the numerous examples in other biomechanical sys-
tems. The allometric exponent of thread length, !0.34 to body
size or !0.15 to body mass (Figure 3) is comparable to those

Figure 3. Slime-thread dimensions scale with body size
(A) Maximum thread diameter (fmax; sampled from midpoint of each skein) and skein length (LS) were positively correlated, with a mean slope of 1.04 ± 0.03

(Myxine, 0.97 ± 0.06; Eptatretus, 1.09 ± 0.04; mean ± SEM; p < 0.0001 for all correlations; Table S3). Points represent fmax of individual skeins (5–10 per animal);

colors represent different species (Figure 2A). Slope 1.5 represents the alternative model assuming constant thread diameter f = 2 mm.

(B) A generalized model for the scaling of thread size and geometry with skein size. The red line represents the covariation of thread length (LT) and thread

diameter (fmax) over the full range of skein sizes measured. Isolines (in blue) demonstrate the tradeoff between LT and fmax when thread volume is held constant

for three different skein sizes. Double-tapered thread shape, ellipsoidal skein shape, and AR = 2 were assumed here.

(C) By combining two power-law scaling models (f!LS, A; LS!L; B), we generalized the scaling of cross-sectional area (top) and thread length (LT; bottom) with

body size (L), suggesting larger hagfishes are equipped with stronger threads against more powerful predators. For the bottom panel, line types represent two

different thread geometry models (shown with longitudinally condensed cartoons of threads; see also Figure S4B). AR = 2 was assumed here.

(D) The relative thread length Q (i.e., the ratio of LT to L) decreases with increasing body size. Larger hagfishes thus produce shorter threads relative to their body

size (Figures 4B and 4C). Line styles represent three different skein aspect ratios (AR) across the full range of variation (see Figure S3A). Colored dots are mean

estimated Q based on the top 20% largest skeins from individual hagfishes, with animal-specific skein AR incorporated. Colors represent different species; point

shapes represent genus (Figure 2A; Data S1).
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seen in other systems. For example, in animals that use adhesive
pads for climbing, these structures exhibit a scaling exponent
of !0.35 for pad dimension to body mass.20 In mammals, the
thickness of articular cartilage scales with body size with an
exponent of 0.337, which results in a conservation of stress
within structures from mice to elephants.21 In spiders, the diam-
eter of dragline silks scales with body mass with an exponent
ranging between 0.37 and 0.39, which provides greater breaking
force in larger spiders.22

At the cellular scale, the allometric exponent!0.55 in GTCs far
exceeds any known cases (Figure 2B). Previously, significant
scaling has also been reported from defensive cells. In anem-
ones, nematocyst cells exhibit a positive, albeit relatively weak
allometry, with scaling exponents ranging from 0.008 to 0.051
with respect to body mass.23 Our data also show that hagfish
cells possess different allometries from mammalian cells,
including two cell types with scaling exponent 0.24–0.26 with
respect to body mass (Figures S3D and S3E). This indicates
potentially taxon-specific patterns of cell allometry, which should
be explored further in future work.

Functional significance
We found that slime-thread dimensions generally scaled isomet-
rically, rather than showing a trade-off between length and diam-
eter, with thread diameter and length both increasing by a factor
of four over a skein size range of 60–220 mm (Figures 3A and 3B).
Larger threads would reinforce the defensive ability of slime in
several potential ways. First, with diameters four times larger,
the largest threads should be able to withstand 16 times more
force than the smallest threads before they fail. Assuming the
thread density is conserved in slime (!27,000 per liter),5 slime
from larger hagfishes would therefore be stronger and stiffer
than slime from smaller ones, and thus better at gill-clogging

and resisting the hydrodynamic dislodging forces generated by
larger predators. Second, longer threads likely result in larger
volumes of slime, which presumably are needed to effectively
deter larger predators. Third, longer threads should be able to
span across wider gaps between adjacent gill arches or rakers6,8

and thus should be more effective against larger predators.
Further data on the scaling of slime production and slime gland
dimensions with hagfish body size will be required to address
the functional correlates of size variation in slime threads,
including the reduction in relative thread length in larger hag-
fishes (Figure 3D).

Development of slime thread and GTCs
The selection for reinforced defensive ability has made hagfish
slime threads by far the largest intracellular fiber. In most animal
cells, IF proteins assemble into flexible 10-nm filaments that are
involved inmechanical reinforcement (e.g., mammalian hair, nail,
and horn).24–27 However, in GTCs, IF proteins assemble into 12-
nm IFs during early stages of growth but later undergo a phase
transition, where individual IFs condense with their neighbors
into a much larger IF superstructure.10,28 Such a process may
be responsible for the near-isometry of thread dimensions (Fig-
ures 3A and 3B), where larger GTCs likely undergo a prolonged
growth period, during which the length and diameter of threads
increase at similar rates during phosphorylation.11,29

A brief comparison of slime threads to other intracellular poly-
mers underscores how massive slime threads are (Figure 4C).
The dimensions of slime threads far exceed those of other intra-
cellular polymers such as intermediate filaments, microtubules,
and filamentous actin (diameters ranging 7–24 nm; lengths up
to a few tens of micrometers), and they are comparable to bio-
fibers produced by extracellular or multicellular means, such
as keratin fibers and arthropod silks, both of which involve the

Figure 4. Selection for stronger slime underlies the extreme sizes and allometries of gland thread cells and slime threads
(A) Schematic summary for the evolutionary and ontogenetic correlations of hagfish GTCs and slime threads with body size.

(B) Schematic demonstration for the evolution of large size and extreme allometry as driven by body-size-dependent selection. The selection for larger slime

threads in larger hagfishes (orange arrows) drives the size of GTCs to increase, opposing constraints on cell size.

(C) Hagfish slime threads are by far the largest intracellular polymers known, rivaling the dimensions of other biofibers produced via glandular or multicellular

mechanisms. The plot shows maximum diameters and lengths for a variety of biofibers (Data S1E), with colors denoting the production mechanisms (orange,

glandular; red, extracellular; blue, intracellular; green, from an assembly of multiple cells). Three dots for hagfish slime thread cover the full range of variations

revealed in this study (length !5 to !22 cm; maximum diameter !0.7 mm to !3.9 mm). Trend line represents a linear regression model based on all data points

excluding human DNA. See also Data S1.
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coordination among numerous cells.24,25 Mammals produce
large keratin fibers via mechanisms that involve the sacrifice
and joining together of large numbers of cells enriched in IFs
and other structural proteins, while GTCs produce fibers that
are nearly as large within a single cell.

The functions of thread production and storage are critical
for GTCs to overcome various size constraints. One constraint
that is believed to limit cell size is the detrimental effect that
increasing cell volume has on intracellular transport and meta-
bolism.2 GTCs are unlike most cells in that a massive protein
polymer takes up the vast majority of their cytoplasm. In
mature GTCs, this polymer is most likely metabolically inert,
and thus the volume of metabolically active cytoplasm may
be effectively much smaller. A similar effect may explain the
large size of adipocytes (fat cells), where most of the cytoplasm
is occupied by oil droplets. On the other hand, there are good
reasons to believe that GTCs have high metabolic rates given
the amount of protein synthesis that must happen to produce
the skein. A brief consideration of GTC growth rates illustrates
this point. Based on the known refilling rate of slime glands in
Pacific hagfish (E. stoutii), we estimate a minimum of !33 times
increase in skein volume (when LS increases from 50 to
160 mm) over a period of 28 days,30 with an average growth
rate of !780 mm3/h. Also, it is worth noting that GTCs are
potentially nourished by a network of thin cells called gland
interstitial cells within the slime glands.31 While the function
of these cells has not been elucidated, one reasonable hypoth-
esis is that they serve as nurse cells, and the metabolic support
they provide allows GTCs to achieve larger sizes than they
otherwise could.

Here, we have described a case of strong allometric scaling in
a specialized defensive cell in hagfishes. Our results and analysis
demonstrate that hagfish GTCs are some of the largest metabol-
ically active cells in animals, as driven by selection for longer and
thicker slime threads. Future studies may correlate the develop-
ment and performance of slime threads and their variations in
different sized species to further identify the principles underly-
ing the evolutionary, developmental, and cellular mechanisms
of the extreme size and allometry.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

We sampled from 87 individuals from 19 species of hagfishes (Data S1A). For sampling in the laboratory, wild-captured hagfishes
were housed in a 1000-l tank filled with chilled artificial seawater (ASW; 34%, 8%C) at Chapman University, CA, USA. For sampling
in the field, wild-captured hagfishes were anesthetized in 200mg/L of clove oil following a previously established protocol34 and sub-
sequently euthanized with MS-222 (250mg/L) after experiments. Hagfishes are not covered under the Chapman University Institu-
tional Animal Care andUse Committee (IACUC). All animal protocols used for this research were based on guidelines of the Canadian
Council on Animal Care (https://www.ccac.ca/en/standards/guidelines/).

METHOD DETAILS

Specimen sampling
We sampled from 87 individuals from 19 species of hagfishes. Body length, mass, and slime exudate were sampled from captive
hagfishes at Chapman University, from six species of wild-caught hagfishes from the Galapagos Islands, and from preserved spec-
imens at the Scripps Institution of OceanographyMarine Vertebrates collection (Data S1A). Data for species-specific maximum body
length was obtained from FishBase35 and primary literature (Data S1B).

Because the body size of some specimens wasmeasured fresh and others in the preserved state, we calculated a shrinkage factor
(i.e., the ratio of body length in preserved specimen to that of the fresh specimen) from three preserved museum specimens
(E. carlhubbsi, N = 2; E. hexatrema, N = 1) for which the fresh length was recorded at the time of capture. The mean shrinkage for
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these specimens was 6.90 ± 0.03% (mean ± SD). This information was used to approximate the original body length of preserved
specimens for which fresh body length was never recorded.
For fresh exudate samples, hagfishes were anesthetized in 200 mg/L of clove oil following McCord et al.34 The animal was then

transferred to a chilled dissection tray and measured for body length and mass. A Grass S48 Square Pulse Stimulator with a two-
prong stimulation wand was used to induce the release of slime exudate from two to three glands posterior to the most posterior
gill aperture.31 Slime exudate was then collected in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube with 0.5 M sodium citrate to prevent unravelling.
For preserved samples, a small piece of skin containing a small number of slime glands (2 3 2 cm) was cut from the specimen and
preserved in 70% ethanol. Gland thread cells were collected from these preserved slime glands by microdissection and stored in
1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes at 4%C until their size was measured.

Image processing
To collect images of skeins for analysis, 10–20 mL of exudate was placed on a microscope slide and observed using a Zeiss Axio
Imager 2 optical microscope. Imageswere taken under twomagnifications for measuring skein dimensions and thread size. For skein
dimensions, images were taken with transmitted light using a 53 objective lens, with images typically containing 25–70 skeins (Fig-
ure S1D). Samples in which skeins were deformed from mechanical perturbation or exposure to low osmolarity solutions were
omitted from our analysis. The major and minor axes of skeins (length LS and widthWS, respectively) were measured from captured
images using ObjectJ,36 which allowed automatic analysis followed by manual proofreading in ImageJ,33 The accuracy of this
method was further validated by comparing with manually measured results (Figure S1C). For thread diameter "f# measurements,
images were taken with differential interference contrast (DIC) using a 40 3 objective and focusing on the surface of skein, near the
skein midpoint, where thread diameter is greatest (Figure S1E).5 To provide a comparison against other hagfish cell types, we also
sampled skin adipocytes and hepatocytes from 9 species of hagfishes and three types of epidermal cells (small mucus cell, large
mucus cell and epidermal thread cell) from both juvenile and adult Pacific Hagfish (E. stoutii; body size ranges 11 – 40 cm; Data S1C).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All scaling analyses were conducted using generalized linear model (‘glm’) function in R.32 Data were summarized as means ± SD
unless otherwise specified.

Scaling of GTC skeins with body size
The size of skeins increases with the age of the GTC and thus varies within glands.30 To minimize variability, we restricted our scaling
analysis to mature skeins only, which we defined as the largest 5% and 20% of skeins from each sample. The power-law scaling of
the GTC skein length "LS# with body length "L# can be expressed as:

LS = C1L
b1 (Equation 8)

where C1 is the slope coefficient and b1 is the scaling exponent. The genus-specific and general power-law models were found by
fitting a generalized linear model on log-transformed data in R (Table S3). The shape of an ellipsoidal skein can be characterized by an
aspect ratio (AR):

AR =
LS

WS
(Equation 9)

where LS is skein length and WS is skein width, corresponding with the major and minor axes of the ellipsoid-shaped skein,
respectively.
In amature GTC, the skein takes up the vast majority of the cell’s volume,3 and thus skein size is a good proxy of mature GTCs size.

Skeins (and thus GTCs) were modeled as ellipsoids, with the volume approximated as:

VS =
1

6
pLSW

2
S

=
1

6
pL3

SAR
$2: (Equation 10)

For comparison of GTCs with cells from other taxa, we collected volume and size data for cells from other vertebrate groups, mainly
fish and mammals, from the literature (Data S1C).

Scaling of thread size with body size
The power-law scaling of thread diameter "f# with skein length "LS# was described using:

f = C2L
b2
S (Equation 11)
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whereC2 is the slope coefficient and b2 is the scaling exponent. Combining Equations 8 and 11, we derived the scaling of the thread
diameter with body length:

f = C2C
b2
1 Lb1+b2 (Equation 12)

In this study, we did not directly measure thread length "LT# due to formidable technical obstacles.5 However, thread length can be
approximated by measuring maximum thread diameter, skein length and width, and making some reasonable assumptions about
packing efficiency and the degree of thread taper.3,5

Here, we used themodel developed byDowning et al.3 to estimate thread length andmodified it in light of the finding by Fudge et al.5

that slime threads exhibit a substantial bidirectional taper (also see Figures S1F and S4A). From this model, LT can be written as:

LT = 0:996
PLSW2

S

f2
max

(Equation 13)

where fmax corresponds to themaximum thread diameter measured at the surface of themidpoint of skeins and P= 90% is the pack-
ing ratio, a conservative approximation of the volume percentage of thread within the GTC (see details of derivation in STAR
Methods). To address the covariation of thread length and diameter, we used an alternative model that assumed consistent skein
geometry and thread geometry (i.e., consistent length to diameter ratio). Based on the volume of a skein V = 1

6pLSW
2
S and a consistent

aspect ratio, we have:

LSW
2
S fL3

Sff2
maxLT (Equation 14)

Accordingly, we expected LSffmaxfLT if the thread has consistent shape and undergoes isometric scalingwith skein size. Based on
this alternativemodel, we further expected LTfL3S with constant thread diameter and fmaxfL1:5S with constant thread length. Last, the
relative length of thread to body size was defined as:

Q =
LT

L
(Equation 15)

Thread geometry models
Double-tapered model
In a previous study,3 the total length of a thread was estimated by modeling a thread skein as an ellipsoid and the single thread as a
uniformly tapered cylinder. A more recent study5 indicated that the thread is double-tapered, with the diameters of the two thinner
ends being 1/2 and 1/3 of themidpoint diameter "fmax#. Here, in light of both results, wemodeled each thread as a combination of two
longitudinally elongated conical frusta (Figure S1F). The conical frustum with fmin =

1
2fmax has the volume:

V1 =
7

96
pLTf

2
maxz0:073pLTf

2
max (Equation 16)

and the other conical frustum with fmin =
1
3fmax has the volume:

V2 =
19

216
pLTf

2
maxz0:088pLTf

2
max (Equation 17)

The total volume of a double-tapered thread is:

V = V1 +V2 =
139

864
pLTf

2
maxz0:161pLTf

2
max (Equation 18)

Next, with the assumption of an ellipsoidal shape, each thread skein has the volume of:

V =
4

3
p

!
LS

2

"!
WS

2

"2

=
1

6
pLSW

2
S (Equation 19)

Equalizing Equations 18 and 19, we can express the thread length LT as:

LTz0:966
PLSW2

S

f2
max

(Equation 20)

where P= 90% is the packing ratio.
Single-tapered model
Downing et al.3 estimated the total length of a thread by modeling the single thread as a single-tapered cylinder (Figure S1F), without
incorporating the scaling relationship between thread diameter and skein size. For comparative purpose, similar to Equation 16, we
have:

V =
7

48
pLTf

2
max (Equation 21)
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Combining Equations 21 and 19, we have:

LT =
8

7

PLSW2
S

f2
max

(Equation 22)

Thread length estimated using this model is !19% longer than that estimated using the double-tapered model (Figure S6).

Phylogenetically justified statistical analyses
Correlational tests were conducted using R.32 For phylogenetically justified analyses, we used the latest molecular phylogeny15 (Fig-
ure S1B), which included 11 of 19 sampled species in this study. This phylogeny is non-ultrametric given the lack of hagfish fossils
that can be used for calibrating the age of nodes. We calculated the phylogenetic signals (l) for body and skein sizes using the
maximum-likelihood approach implemented in Phytools.37,38

For the eight species that were not represented on the phylogeny, we added them as polytomous tips to the node representing the
latest common ancestor at the genus level. We then generated 100 random trees with randomly resolved polytomous tips. Each new
node was added using the function ‘multi2 di’ (package ‘ape’),39 and was given a branch length that was randomly drawn from a
normal distribution of branch lengths with a mean of 0.1 3 mean branch lengths of the original tree, and a standard deviation of
0.01 3 the standard deviation of branch lengths from the original tree.
We analyzed two main correlations: skein length "LS# versus body size "L#, and maximum thread diameter "fmax# versus skein

length "LS# within a phylogenetic context. To incorporate both inter- and intraspecific effects, we fit multivariate generalized linear
mixed (GLMM) models using the ‘‘MCMCglmm’’ package (Monte Carlo Markov Chain generalized linear mixed model)40 in R, with
a Gaussian error distribution assumed for each variable. The phylogeny was fit as a random effect following previously developed
methods41 to calculate the inverse numerator relationship for phylogenetic effects. To address the influence of intraspecific variation,
we compared the models with and without the specimen-specific identities as a random effect. For each analysis, we ran the MCMC
chain for 1,000,000 iterations, with a burn-in of 250,000 and a thinning interval of 20, resulting in !37500 effective samples of the
posterior distribution of the parameters. The model fit was confirmed by ensuring that autocorrelation was low and the trait means
lay within the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals of the posterior predictive distribution of each trait. To assess the signif-
icance of the phylogenetic correlations, we calculated the posterior distribution of the correlation.
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